Welcome to Menoken Farms
Home of Oliver’s Twist!

We’ve been in the business of breeding thoroughbreds for over thirty
years. Menoken Farms includes 220 acres of prime pasture, and we
have the finest staff of knowledgeable and qualified personnel. Our
Specialty is Broodmares, foals and Reproduction with incredible conception
rates! We have exceptional discounts for our returning customers! Breeders,
Owners, and Purse increases across the board make it a great time
to breed your mare in Colorado! We care for your mares and
foals like they were our own!

Oliver’s Twist, Colorado’s Leading sire of Thoroughbreds!
• Oliver’s Twist was voted the third best 3-year-old colt in the nation, behind
Timber Country and champion sire Thunder Gulch.
• Oliver’s Twist has sired 96 Winners from 146 starters - an
incredible 66% Winners! 11 Stakes Winners, 13 Stakes placers - 16%!
Twist and Pop, Ozilda’s Nancy Lee, EF Five, Oliver The Moon, Vanasee, The Latest Twist,
Aspen Mist, Menoken Moon, Really Twisted, Joliva Devine, and track record holder Strike ‘N Go! Oliver’s Twist is the
Broodmare sire of Graded stakes winner Yawanna Twist!
• Sire Horatius was stakes winner of 18 races and sire of Champion Sprinter and Breeder’s Cup champion Safely Kept, winner of
$2,194,206. Horatius is also the sire of 25 other stakes winners, with total earnings of $24,201,606.
• Dam, Heartful Star is full sister to stakes winner Burt’s Star and by leading broodmare and speed sire Star de Naskra.
• Oliver’s Twist, with all the ingredients and pedigree for both speed and stamina. Colorado Breeders, Owners and purse
increases across the board make it a great time to breed your mares in Colorado!
• Oliver’s Twist, leading Colorado by money earned 8 consecutive years! Do not miss this opportunity to breed to a class
stallion at an exceptional breeding fee. Oliver’s Twist multiple stakes producer! Increase your earning
potential with a proven producer of stakes and allowance winners at this exceptional value!
• Oliver’s Twist was winner of the Fredericio Tesio Stakes Gr. III @ 3yo and the Rollicking Stakes and the Maryland Juvenile
Championship @ 2yo. Oliver’s Twist won races from distances of 7 furlongs to 1-1/4 mile distances. Oliver’s Twist was second
by a neck in the Preakness Stakes Grade I to Timber Country, defeating Thunder Gulch,Tejano Run, and Mecke.
• We encourage everyone in Colorado and the West to support our stallions, to improve our programs within state and keep
our Colorado money in Colorado! Thank you for your consideration. We welcome all visitors and inquiries.

Oliver’s Twist
Inbreeding: Nasrullah: 4S x 5D x 5D
Horatius
25 Stakes Winners
Sire of champion
Safely Kept
Heartful Star

Proudest Roman
True Charm

Never Bend
Roman Song
Cohoes
Majesta

Star de Naskra
Heartful

Naskra
Candle Star
Bond Monarch

Registered Colorado Bred
Year 2010 rates:
$7.00/day for barren mares,
$9.00/day for mares with foals.
$1,500 LFG. $200/Booking
Reasonable and safe transportation
available for your mares/foals.
Consideration given to all allowance,
stakes and approved mares.

Here’s Neptune
Stakes Winner and Producer

Oliver’s Twist will be standing to a limited number of outside bookings. Don’t miss this
opportunity to breed to a class stallion at an exceptional breeding fee.
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